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Simply Health: An Introduction
Simply Health is a standards-based science curriculum for students with limited reading abilities, including
those with an intellectual disability or autism. The curriculum includes: one Student Book, a
Consumable Student Workbook, an Easy Reader, a USB flash drive, and this Teacher’s Guide.

Curriculum Inventory
Simply Health Teacher’s Guide includes:
• Standards Alignment for chapter content
• An At a Glance chart with the instructional resources available for each chapter
• 3–day and 5–day Simply Science Lesson Template
• Sample 3–day and 5–day lesson for the chapter Eating Healthy
• Data collection forms

Simply Health Student Book includes:
• Vocabulary Picture Cards
• Vocabulary Definitions
• Symbol-supported Text Articles
• Chapter Quizzes
The Easy Reader is a companion book that provides access to instructional lesson content for students that
struggle with concepts covered by the symbol-supported Text Articles. The Easy Reader uses simplified text
and large images to provide access to lessons tied to grade-level content.
The consumable Simply Health Student Workbook includes chapter quizzes for students to complete at the
end of the unit chapters. The workbook condenses all of the student activities into a consumable option,
giving students the opportunity to share their accomplishments with peers, parents,
and instructional staff.
USB flash drive includes the following for each chapter:
Articles
• Symbol-Supported Text Article
• Easy Reader

Projects / Experiments

Vocabulary
• Vocabulary picture flashcard files
• Vocabulary definitions

Extras
• Text articles without symbol supports
•	Image libraries: Literacy Support
Pictures (LSP) and photographs
• Standards Alignment document
• Simply Health At a Glance chart
•	Master Vocabulary picture flashcards and
definitions for Simply Health

Activities
• Worksheets
• Quizzes
• Language extension activities

Picture It files—Picture It Software is required to open these files. IMPORTANT: Picture It Software is not
required to access all the content in Simply Health™. The Picture It files are included as a “true” extra for
those who already have purchased the Picture It Software.
PixWriter™ setups—PixWriter™ Software is required to open and access these files.

Simply Health
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INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
The Simply Health curriculum provides a lesson template for planning and creating either a three- or five-day
instructional plan. The lesson template helps to provide structure to lessons and ensure a systematic approach
to providing instruction. Systematic instruction components are embedded in the template scripts and
include the evidence-based practices described below.
Time-Delay Procedure
The time-delay procedure uses systematic prompting and prompt fading to promote the learning of a
desired response with few or no errors. Simply Health lesson templates encourage the use of the time-delay
procedure to teach vocabulary identification and vocabulary comprehension. During the initial round of
teaching, the teacher immediately points to or provides the correct answer response for students allowing for
errorless learning (0 second time-delay). Prompts are gradually faded and students are given the opportunity
to respond independently (5 second time-delay). Incorrect responses are blocked and students are redirected
to the correct answer.
Sample Time-Delay Script
Review the vocabulary words using the Vocabulary Flashcards found on the USB flash drive and in the
Student Book. Define each of the vocabulary words using the definitions included in the Student Book.
Use the time-delay procedure (Rounds 1 and 2) to have students point to the word/picture while you read
the word aloud. Say, I want you to find the words from our Text Article or Easy Reader. Present the
vocabulary flashcards in sets of 2, 3, or 4 depending on the student’s ability.
Time-Delay Procedure: Vocabulary Identification
Round 1: 0-Second Delay
Point to the Vocabulary Flashcard while saying the vocabulary word. Show me ______________.
For example, Show me alive. Repeat for each student in the group.
Round 2: 5-Second Delay
Ask a student to find the Vocabulary Flashcard as you say the vocabulary word. Do not point to the
Vocabulary Flashcard this time. Say, Show me __________. Allow up to 5 seconds for the student to
respond independently before prompting.
Reinforce correct responses or block and redirect for error correction. Shuffle the flashcards and move on
to the next vocabulary word. Repeat for each student.

2
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Now we are going to learn definitions to the vocabulary words from the Text Article or Easy
Reader. Use the time-delay procedure (Rounds 1 and 2) to have students point to the word/picture while
you give a definition. Say, Now I want you to find the words when I give you the definition. Present
the vocabulary flashcards in sets of 2, 3, or 4 depending on the student’s ability.
Time-Delay Procedure: Vocabulary Comprehension
Round 1: 0-Second Delay
Point to the Vocabulary Flashcard while saying the definition. Show me the one that ______________.
For example, Show me the one that means when something is living. Repeat for each student in
the group.
Round 2: 5-Second Delay
Ask a student to find the Vocabulary Flashcard as you say the definition. Say, Show me the one that
_______________. For example, Show me the one that means when something is living. Allow up
to 5 seconds for the student to respond independently before prompting.
Reinforce correct responses or block and redirect for error correction. Shuffle the flashcards and move on
to the next vocabulary word. Repeat for each student.

Least Intrusive Prompts and Specific Feedback
A system of least intrusive prompts places prompts given to students into a hierarchy from the least intrusive
(or most independent) to the most intrusive (or least independent). Prior to prompting, the student should
be provided the opportunity to respond independently. If an independent response does not occur, the
continuum of prompts is utilized until the student elicits a response. Prompting is most effective when it is
paired with specific feedback. Specific, descriptive feedback is essential for students to develop skills and to
promote student success. The Simply Health lesson templates include least intrusive prompting procedures,
scripts for delivering specific praise to reinforce correct student responses, and error correction procedures to
prompt incorrect student responses.

Simply Health
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LESSON FORMAT
Each Simply Health lesson template provides a three- or five-day plan to support and develop student
understanding of vocabulary and builds comprehension of specific science concepts related to Health.
Scripted lesson templates and sample lessons are included with Simply Health.

Simply Health Lesson Format Overview—3 Day
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

• Anticipatory Set and predictions

• Review vocabulary

• Final reading of Text Article

• Introduce vocabulary

• Science Journal: Vocabulary

•	Create KWL chart
and Text Article

• Review KWL chart

•	Complete the KWL chart with
students by having them
generate what they have
learned; or have them place
picture/symbol representations
of what they have learned on
the chart; or have them activate
an AAC device to report what
they have learned

•	Ask comprehension questions
related to the article
•	Model monitoring
comprehension
•	Have students
summarize article
•	Concept Development using
chapter Activity, Project,
or Experiment

•	Continue reading Text
Article, ask comprehension
questions related to the
article, model monitoring
comprehension, and have
students summarize Text Article;
OR
•	Watch a video related to the
topic. Videos to support
content can often be found
on the internet
•	Be sure to preview the
selected video prior to
showing it to students for
appropriateness and planning
purposes. Plan stopping
points in the video to
probe student comprehension
and generalization of
topic knowledge

•	Assess student learning
of vocabulary for the
chapter that includes identifying
the word/object/picture and
demonstrate comprehension of
the vocabulary by selecting the
word/picture/object when
the definition is provided
by the teacher
•	End of Chapter Quiz for
chapters that have them

•	Have students report in their
Science Journal what they have
learned about the topic during
the week

4
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Simply Health Lesson Format Overview—5 Day
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

•	Anticipatory Set
and predictions

•	Review
vocabulary

•	Review
vocabulary

•	Review
vocabulary

•	Final reading of
the Text Article

•	Introduce
vocabulary

•	Science Journal:
Vocabulary

•	Create KWL chart
and Text Article

•	Review
KWL chart

•	Review or
complete
Science Journal:
Vocabulary

•	Review or
complete
Science Journal:
Vocabulary

•	Complete the
KWL chart with
students by
having them
generate what
they have
learned; or have
them place
picture/symbol
representations of
what they have
learned on the
chart; or have
them activate an
AAC device to
report what they
have learned

•	Review
•	Ask comprehension •	Group students
KWL chart
questions related
and have them
to the article
read either the
•	Group students
Text Article or
and have them
•	Model monitoring
the Easy Reader.
read either the
comprehension
Consider sending
Text Article or
home a copy of
the Easy Reader
•	Have students
the Easy Reader
summarize article
•	Continue to
or Text Article
probe student
for students
comprehension
to share with
their families
•	Concept
Development
•	Ask comprehension
using chapter
questions related
Activity, Project,
to the article
or Experiment
•	Model
monitoring
comprehension
•	Have students
summarize article

•	Review
KWL chart
•	Watch a video
related to the
topic. Videos to
support content
can often be
found on the
internet
•	Be sure to
preview the
selected video
prior to showing
it to students for
appropriateness
and planning
purposes. Plan
stopping points
in the video to
probe student
comprehension
and
generalization of
topic knowledge
•	Have students
report in their
Science Journal
what they have
learned about
the topic during
the week

•	Assess student
learning of
vocabulary for
the chapter
that includes
identifying the
word/object/
picture and
demonstrate
comprehension
of the vocabulary
by selecting the
word/picture/
object when
the definition is
provided by the
teacher
•	End of Chapter
Quiz for chapters
that have them

•	Concept
Development
continued using
chapter Activity,
Project, or
Experiment

Simply Health
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HOW TO USE
Choose a Text Article from the Student Book to begin. Select either the 3-day or the 5-day lesson plan
template to develop your instructional plan. Both the 3-day and 5-day lesson plan address vocabulary
comprehension, article comprehension, and concept development through activities, projects, or
experiments. The 5-day lesson plan provides for additional concept development activities and repeated
review of concepts to further reinforce student learning. Lesson templates provide a consistent and
predictable structure to lessons when they are used. The partial scripts included with the lesson templates
help to minimize teacher preparation time and increase fidelity of lesson implementation. Although scripts are
provided and the colored text represents what to say, they are intended to be used as a guide and do not
have to be read verbatim. Lessons also provide scripted, specific feedback responses for correct and incorrect
answers and considerations for accommodating student supports for tasks, if needed.
Group Size
The lessons are designed for small group instruction with the recommendation of 2-4 students per group.
However, depending on student ability levels, the group size could be larger. It is important to ensure that
an appropriate lesson pace is provided, while giving all students an opportunity to respond and actively
participate in the lessons. For chapters that have both a Text Article and an Easy Reader, the lesson template
provides an instructional plan for each article type (e.g., Easy Reader Group Plan or Text Article Plan).
How Often to Use
Lessons are intended to be taught daily for approximately 20-30 minutes. Depending on the lesson plan
template selected, a topic may be taught for a 3- or 5-day period.
Identifying Vocabulary Level
When planning instructional lessons, teachers should consider leveling the vocabulary that students will
be responsible for learning. The vocabulary that will be covered in a lesson can be found in the Student
Book at the beginning of each chapter. When planning for Level One vocabulary, select vocabulary words
that are frequently used in the Easy Reader or the Text Article the student will be reading for the week. To
determine targeted vocabulary for Levels Two and Three, include vocabulary that is more abstract and that
may occur less frequently in the Text Article. To help determine which level is appropriate for your students,
it is recommended that teachers use the Vocabulary Data Collection Form to assess each student prior to
beginning instruction.
Monitoring Progress
Blank Data Collection Forms are provided to document student progress on vocabulary and text article
comprehension. The Vocabulary Data Collection Form will need to be populated with vocabulary words
and definitions for the text article being used. The Text Article Comprehension Data Collection Form will
also need to be populated with the specific comprehension questions planned for the Text Article or
Easy Reader being used.
Expanding the Lessons
Additional activities that support each Text Article and/or Easy Reader are included on the USB flash drive.
These activities may be selected and used to further support student learning of the concept being taught.

6
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GETTING STARTED
Step 1: Select a Chapter Text Article
Begin by previewing the Text Articles included in the Student Book. Determine which Text Article you will
teach first and if some students will need to access the Easy Reader companion book. If you will be using the
Easy Reader companion book for the Text Article, be sure to preview it as well.
Step 2: Preview the 3-day and 5-day Lesson Plan Samples
After previewing both lesson plan samples, determine which plan will work best for your students. You may
wish to consider using the 3-day or 5-day sample lesson plan to deliver your first Simply Health lesson. If you
will not be using one of the sample lesson plans, print the 3-day or 5-day Lesson Template from the USB flash
drive to develop your instructional plan for the Text Article you have selected.
Step 3: Review the activities, projects, and experiments for the Chapter Text Article
Refer to the At a Glance document included in the Teacher’s Guide to preview the resources available for the
Text Article you have selected. Each of the resources included on the At a Glance chart are located on the
USB flash drive for further review, printing, and lesson preparation. Many of the resources included on the At
a Glance chart are also available in the Student Book (Vocabulary Picture Flashcards, Vocabulary Definitions,
Text Articles, and Chapter Quizzes), Easy Reader companion book, and the consumable Student Workbook
(Chapter Quizzes). The projects, experiments, and some activities will need to be printed from the USB flash
drive if you plan to use them with lessons. PixWriter files included on the USB flash drive will require PixWriter
Software (not included) to access the files.
Step 4: Determine individual student accommodations
The Simply Health lesson templates are designed to address the diverse needs of students with moderate-tosevere disabilities.
It is important to determine which accommodations or supports each student will need during the lessons
you plan to allow for active participation. The Simply Health lesson templates provide accommodation
considerations that may offer students access to learning and allow each student to demonstrate what they
have learned.
Step 5: Read and Practice the First Scripted Lesson
The Simply Health lesson templates are scripted to provide guidance on what to say and do during lessons.
After completing a lesson template or using one of the sample lessons, take time to practice reading the
lesson scripts out loud and using the lesson materials. Consider practicing the lesson script with another
person prior to delivering the lesson to students. Practicing the lesson will help you to become more familiar
with the lesson structure and increase your fluency with delivering instruction to students. As you practice the
lesson, make notes on any adjustments that need to be made to the lesson for individual students as well as
any additional materials and supports that will need to be included.

Simply Health
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Step 6: Prepare for and Teach Your First Lesson
Daily lessons will take approximately 20-30 minutes to complete. Review your current schedule to determine
when you will implement Simply Health lessons during your day. After scheduling a time for daily instruction,
organize and prepare the materials that will be used with the lesson. You may need to prepare or pull the
following materials:
• Printed and prepared lesson plan to reference and follow for the Text Article selected
• KWL Chart or dry-erase markers to record KWL information on a whiteboard
• Objects or photographs to support student learning of vocabulary
• Printed activities, projects, and experiments that will be used for concept development
• Materials needed for projects and experiments
• Science Journals for students to record what they have learned
• Identify video for students to view related to the topic, previewed ahead of time
• Printed data collection forms for recording student progress
• Preprogrammed AAC devices to support student participation
• Printed Text Articles and Easy Readers to share with families
Step 7: Progress Monitoring
Use the provided Simply Science Vocabulary Data Collection Form and Simply Science Text Article
Comprehension Data Collection Form to document and monitor student performance related to Chapter
Vocabulary and Text Article comprehension. Most Text Articles include a Chapter Quiz included on the USB
flash drive, in the Student Book, and in the consumable Student Workbook. The Chapter Quizzes are another
tool you can use to monitor student progress and learning related to Simply Health.

8
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Standards Alignment
Standard

How Simply Science™ Aligns with National & State Standards

Understands
essential concepts
about nutrition
and diet

• Knows some foods are more nutritious than other foods (Ch. 1)
• Classifies foods into food groups (Ch. 1)
• Knows the names of the five food groups (Ch. 1)
• Knows healthy eating practices (Ch 1)
• Knows eating healthy can reduce health risks (Ch 1)
• Understands the influence of food choices for a person’s well-being (Ch. 1)
• Knows about healthy breakfasts, lunches, and snacks (Ch. 1)
• Knows too much sugar leads to dental cavities (Ch. 1)
• Knows food provides energy and materials for growth and repair of
body parts (Ch. 1)
• Identifies proteins, carbohydrates, and fats that are important for growth and
development (Ch. 1)
• Knows how to keep their bodies healthy (Ch. 1)

Knows how
to maintain
and promote
personal health

• Performs personal hygiene skills (Ch. 2)
• Knows basic personal hygiene habits required to maintain health (Ch. 3)
• Knows how to be safe when exercising (Ch. 2)
• Sets personal exercise goals (Ch. 2)
• Knows how to keep body healthy (Ch. 1-3, 5)
• Knows that germs cause illness (Ch. 4)
• Knows how germs are spread (Ch. 2, 4)
• Knows how to prevent the spread of germs (Ch. 2, 4)
• Knows common health problems of children (Ch. 4)
• Understands that skin is a defense against germs entering the body (Ch. 3)

Simply Health
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At a Glance
Articles

Easy Readers

PixWriter™
Word Banks

Projects /
Experiments

Activities

Vocabulary

Eating Healthy
“Eating Healthy”

Healthy Eating

Student
Book

simply
science

Attainment’s

Eating chapter retell

Fruit on a Stick

Easy Eating retell

Internet search

Simply Health
1

Chaper 1
Eating
Healthy
Eating Healthy

about your favorite food.

Think

ice cream, apples,

to help

us

foods

A

to

eat

what

every

and

kinds

it

pizza,

need

diet.

day are called your

It

and the right amounts of
1

1
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Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

Unit 1 •
Chapter
Simply Science • Health • Student
Easy
Reader1

Simply
• 1Easy Reader
6 • Health
Chapter

is important

That means you are

©2008 Slater Software, Inc.

Write About Fruit

food

Jean Slater

diet.

Easy Eating 4-space

Eating

stay healthy. The

you normally eat.

eat a balanced

the right

Is

hamburgers? We

grow strong

you

diet is

or

1

Healthy

Healthy

Eating

CHAPTER

Healthy Eating

Chapter

3

eating

food.

School Lunches

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

Simply Health • Student Book
14 • Chapter 1

Thank You Note

Chapter 1 • Eating Healthy
11
Simply Science • Health • Student Book

Asparagus,
Blueberries, Potatoes

Healthy Sundae
Making Healthy
Food Choices

Healthy School
Lunches
• Healthy School

Picture cards
Definition
Eating Vocabulary
Healthy

CHAPTER

Chapter

1

1

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Definitions
Vocabulary Definitions

balanced diet

• Healthy
Lunches chart

balanced diet

calcium

carbohydrates

dairy

dehydrated

diet

fruits

grains

What Kinds of
Food Do You Eat?

• Choice sentences

Sorting Foods

diet

that

has

A mineral that

makes your

carbohydrates

proper kinds and

Found

in

grains
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milk

in

is

bones

and

and

1

and

teeth

gives

strong.

your body
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6 • Chapter 1
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• Healthy choices

A

amounts of food.

calcium
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Simply Science • Health • Student Book
Chapter 1 • Eating Healthy

3

6

Chapter 1 • Eating Healthy
Simply Science • Health • Student Book

Simply Health • Student Book
Chapter 1 • 9

• Foods flashcards

Write About Sundae

Quiz:
Eating Healthy

Exercise
“Exercise For a
Healthy Body”

Exercise and
You

Exercise chapter
retell

Student
Book

simply
science

Easy Exercise retell

Attainment’s

Simply Health
Chapter

2

Exercise and You

CHAPTER

2

Exercise for a Healthy Body
Chapter
2
Exercise
For
a Healthy Body

Journal

Exercise For A Healthy Body

Exercise and You
Did

you

day

know

hours

every

time

spent just sitting

that children

watching T.V.?

spend

That is a

Jean
on Slater
the couch.

about

lot

three

of

To be a healthy
1
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person,

it

is important to

get

up,

get

out,

16 • Chapter 2
Simply Health • Easy Reader
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Simply Science • Health • Student Easy Reader
Unit 1 • Chapter 2

13

Write About
Heart Rate

Exercise Journal

Good Exercises

Picture cards

• Exercise chart

Exercise for
All Seasons

Definition

Heart Rate

Chapter 2

Vocabulary Definitions
Chapter
Exercise
For a Healthy Body
Vocabulary

2

Vocabulary

CHAPTER

2

Vocabulary Definitions

Vocabulary Definitions
aerobic exercise

• S eason Exercise
flashcards

aerobic exercise

circulate

endorphins

endurance

exercise

Exercising

get

that

you

makes

sweaty, and makes your

circulate

To move

in

endorphins

Chemicals

your

breathe faster,

heart beat fast.

a circle pattern.

brain

sends

out

that

fit
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feel
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joints

endurance
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play

amounts of
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exercise for long
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42 • Chapter 2
40 • Chapter 2

Simply Health • Student Book

and

time.

Simply Science • Health • Student Book

Simply Science • Health • Student Book

Chapter 2 • Exercise For a Healthy Body

37

Simply Health • Student Book

Chapter 2 • Exercise For a Healthy Body

39

Warm-up poem

and exercise!
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1
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Write About Simon

Simon Says

Chapter 2 • Exercise For a Healthy Body
41
Chapter 2 • 45

Class book
Quiz:
Exercise chapter
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At a Glance continued...

Articles

Easy Readers

PixWriter™
Word Banks

Projects /
Experiments

Activities

Vocabulary

Hygiene
“Hygiene”

I’m Feeling
Good

Hygiene chapter
retell

What Makes
Cavities?

Daily Morning
Routine

Easy Hygiene retell

Cleanliness poster

Where Are
the Germs?

Student
Book

simply
science

Attainment’s

Simply Health
Chapter

3

Hygiene
Hygiene

I’m Feeling Good

Clean

I'm Feeling Good

Easy 4-space

your

body

clean is a very important part

being a healthy person. Hygiene means what a person

Jean Slater

to keep

his

or

her

body

healthy and

to

Write About Routine

does

keep
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clean. Good hygiene keeps

you from getting

sick,

1

around

you are healthier, too.
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1

23

70 •Health
Chapter
3
Simply
• Student
Book

Simply Science • Health
• Student
Book
Chapter
3 • Hygiene

Vocabulary
Hygiene

3

CHAPTER

3

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Vocabulary
Definitions
Definitions
Vocabulary Definitions
cavity

A

germs

Small

living things found

that

can

hole

in

something

solid,

such as a tooth.

cavities

germs

habit

head lice

habit

Doing

doing

them

on

people

sick.

it

start

without even thinking.
1
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scalp

hygiene
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66 • Chapter 3

Simply Science • Health • Student Book
Chapter 3 • Hygiene

63

68 • Chapter 3
Simply Health • Student Book

Simply Science • Health • Student Book
Chapter 3 • Hygiene
65

“Dirty Dan”

Chapter 3 • 25
Unit 1 • Chapter 3

Simply Health • Easy Reader

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

Chapter 3

Chapter

Simply Health • Student Book
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and
Simply Science • Health • Student Easy Reader

the people

Definition

Glitter Germs

and Healthy

Keeping

of

CHAPTER

3

Chapter 3 -- Hygiene

Picture cards

Write Cavities

Washing Hands
practice

67

Write About Glitter
Write Dirty Dan

Acting Out
Good Habits

Washing Sequence

• Good Habits
cards
Quiz:
Hygiene chapter

Common Illnesses
“I Don’t Want
to Be Sick”
Student
Book

simply
science

Staying Healthy

Chapter

4

Attainment’s

Simply Health

Staying Healthy

Skin is Protection

Easy Illness retell

Interview the
School Nurse

CHAPTER

4

Write About Apples

Staying Healthy

Wrong Jackson

Chapter 4

I Do Not Want To Be Sick
I Do Not Want To Be Sick
I

Illness chapter retell

Do Not Want To Be Sick!
©2008 Slater Software, Inc.
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What’s Wrong
With Me?
Symptoms

Picture cards
Definition
Chapter 4

Chapter

Vocabulary
I Do Not
Want To Be Sick

4

Vocabulary

Simply Health • Easy Reader

and

you are getting

sick.

today. You

is

when

you

also wonder

runny

you

body is hotter

how

you
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nose?

Yes,

you

You do not want to be
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Simply Science: Lesson Template—3 Day
Unit:		
Chapter Title:		
Text Article:		
Easy Reader (not all chapters will have one):
			
Concept Statement:
*Teacher-created statement—Big idea of the chapter
Student Learning Objectives: (included in the Standards Alignment Document)
			
			
Teacher-Created Standards-Based Objectives:
				
Vocabulary (Photographs are located on the flash drive; object representation and word cards are provided
by the teacher):
Level 1:

(object representation/photographs)

Level 2: 		
Level 3: 		

(photographs/picture cards)
(picture/word cards)

Text Article/Easy Reader Comprehension Questions:
Page #
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Materials:
*PixWriter Setups (PixWriter Software required), Picture Images, Projects, Experiments, and Activities are
located on the Simply Science flash drive
Articles:		
and		

(Text Article)
(Easy Reader)

Vocabulary Cards and Vocabulary Definitions:
				
				
			

PixWriter Setups:		
			

Projects/Experiments:		
			

Activities/Quiz:		
			

Picture Images:		
			
Blank Science Journal for each student to record vocabulary and report what they learned.
This could be a blank spiral notebook, a blank composition notebook, or several pages of
printer paper bound together.
KWL Chart

Video Link Related to Topic: 		

Optional Materials:		
			
Photo Cards:		
			

Object Representations:		

Preprogrammed AAC Device with Concept Statement:		
Additional copies of article for students to take home and share with their families
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Day 1
Anticipatory Set
Think about how you plan to introduce the lesson topic and engage students in what they will be learning
about. Ask students questions to get them thinking about what they may already know about the topic or
have them make predictions about what they will be learning.
Today we are going to learn about ________. Can anyone think of examples of ________? Why do you
think ________? What might happen if ________? Do you know what these items have in common?
Vocabulary
First, we are going to learn new vocabulary words that will help us to learn about our topic, ________.
Introduce the vocabulary words and define them. Then use the Time-Delay Procedure to introduce and teach
vocabulary words and their definitions. Target vocabulary comprehension by presenting the vocabulary
definition and having the student identify the object/photograph/symbol of the term definition presented.
Introduce/Read the Text Article or Easy Reader
We are going to read and learn about ________. Before we read, I want to see what you already
know about ________. Have students share what they already know about the topic. Create a K (What I
Know), W (What I Want to Know), and L (What I Learned) chart and record what students already know
about the topic and what they want to know about the topic. Listen to me read and let’s see what we
can learn about ________.
For chapters that have both a Text Article and an Easy Reader, you will have two groups for reading.
Determine which students will be reading the Text Article and which students will be reading the Easy Reader.
You will only have one reading group for chapters that only have a Text Article.
Group 1: Easy Reader
For students reading the Easy Reader, consider adding the concept statement to the bottom of each page.
Encourage students to participate in the reading of the article by anticipating and stating the concept
statement at the end of each page by orally stating the sentence, completing part of the sentence, and/
or using a preprogrammed AAC device. As you read, pause prior to reading the last word or words
(______________) of the concept statement. Look for students to engage with the text by either stating
the last word or words of the concept statement or by activating a prerecorded AAC device to complete
the sentence.
•	If the student does not respond or an incorrect response is given, reread the concept statement and say,
Press the button on your device to complete the concept statement, or say, Remember the
concept statement is: ________.
•	If the student still does not respond or provides an incorrect response again, model by saying the concept
statement ________. Or, repeat the last word of the concept statement: ____________________. Some
students may only complete the last word of the concept statement orally or by using
an AAC device.
•	If the student still does not respond or continues to provide an incorrect response, guide the student’s
hand to activate the AAC device, or say, The concept statement is: ________. Your turn. Try again.
When targeted vocabulary is read in the story, pair the word with the visual/object/tactile representation
and have the student acknowledge the photograph or object being presented. As you read, pause prior to
reading the targeted vocabulary word: _______. Look for students to engage with the text by either stating
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the targeted vocabulary word (_______) or activating a prerecorded AAC device to complete the sentence.
When targeted vocabulary is read in the story, pair the word with the visual/object/tactile representation and
have the student acknowledge the photograph or object being presented.
•	If the student does not respond to the targeted vocabulary, provide a verbal prompt: This is the word
________. Look at/touch/point to/show me ________.
• 	If the student does not respond or responds incorrectly, model touching/pointing to the targeted
vocabulary word (_______) while saying, Look at/touch/point to/show me ________.
• 	If the student still does not respond or continues to provide an incorrect response, guide the student’s
hand to the targeted vocabulary word (___________), while stating the word.
Students may also be encouraged to participate in reading the article by making requests for the
page to be turned.
•	For students who do not independently turn pages, give a verbal prompt: Help us keep reading the
article. Turn the page.
• 	If the student still does not respond or provides an incorrect response again, model turning the page while
saying, This is how I turn the page to keep reading the article.
• 	If the student still does not respond or continues to provide an incorrect response, use hand-over-hand
assistance to help the student turn the page.
Group 2: Text Article
We are going to read an article titled _______. Before we read, I want to see what you already
know about _______. Have students make connections with what they already know about the topic.
Create a K (What I Know), W (What I Want to Know), and L (What I Learned) chart and record what students
already know about the topic and what they want to know. Listen to me read and let’s see what we can
learn about _______. Read the Text Article _______.
As the Text Article is read, ask comprehension questions to monitor student understanding of the text.
Highlight and focus students on the concept statement for the lesson (_________). Consider adding the
concept statement to select pages of the article. Encourage students to participate in the reading of the article
by anticipating and stating the concept statement as it occurs throughout the article.
•	If the student does not respond or an incorrect response is given, reread the concept statement and say,
Press the button on your device to complete the concept statement, or say, Remember the
concept statement is _________________.
• 	If the student still does not respond or provides an incorrect response again, model by saying the concept
statement: __________. Or, repeat the last word of the concept statement: ________. Some students may
only complete the last word of the concept statement orally or by using an AAC device.
• 	If the student still does not respond or continues to provide an incorrect response, guide the student’s
hand to activate the AAC device, or say, The concept statement is __________.
Your turn. Try again.
As the article is read, focus students’ attention on the bolded text representing the vocabulary words
being taught in the lesson. You may choose to model highlighting the vocabulary words as you read and
encourage students to highlight the vocabulary words in the article if students have their own copies. For
repeated readings of the article, be sure to reference why the words are highlighted and have students locate
vocabulary that they highlighted and state what the word means throughout the article. When targeted
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vocabulary is read in the story, pair the word with the visual/object/tactile representation and have the
student acknowledge the photograph or object being presented.
• 	If the student does not respond to the targeted vocabulary, provide a verbal prompt: This is the word
________. Look at/touch/point to/highlight _________.
• 	If the student does not respond or responds incorrectly, model touching/pointing to the targeted
vocabulary word while saying, Look at/touch/point to/show me/highlight _________.
•	If the student still does not respond or continues to provide an incorrect response, guide the student’s
hand to the targeted vocabulary word, while stating the word.
Text Article Comprehension
As you read each section or page, pause before going on to model comprehension strategies and monitor
comprehension:
A. Comprehension Strategy—Answering Questions
Utilize images and objects as answer choices for students who may benefit from them to actively participate
in the lesson. Preprogram AAC devices with answer choices to encourage student participation. Determine
which comprehension questions you will ask each time you read the article. Reference comprehension
questions created on page 1 of the lesson plan.
B. Comprehension Strategy—Monitoring Comprehension
• Model asking questions about things that students may not understand in the text.
• Pause after reading a sentence and model thinking out loud about the text.
• Determine and summarize important ideas and supportive details.
• Determine text importance.
• Integrate new ideas with existing background knowledge.
C. Comprehension Strategy—Summarization
Ask students, What was this article about? Provide students with visual supports or object
representations to generate responses if needed. Utilize preprogrammed AAC devices with
responses to facilitate participation.
After reading the article, review the key points covered in the lesson that students may
not have mentioned.
Concept Development
Choose a chapter Activity, Project, or Experiment for students to participate in to close the lesson for the day.
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Day 2
Vocabulary Review
We are going to review our vocabulary again today. Review vocabulary with students using the TimeDelay Procedure to reinforce student learning of vocabulary words and their definitions.
Vocabulary Activity
Level 3: Provide each student with blank paper or a Science Journal. Students will record vocabulary related
to the lesson in their journals or on the paper provided. Have students draw pictures or glue pictures of the
vocabulary words being targeted in the lesson. Have students write/copy the words and their definitions. If
necessary, the teacher may choose to simplify the definitions. The students may also draw their ideas of what
each word means.
Level 2: Provide each student with blank paper or a Science Journal. Students will record vocabulary
related to the lesson in their journals or on the paper provided. Each student will need a printed copy of
the Vocabulary Definitions and Vocabulary Picture Cards. The teacher may glue the targeted vocabulary
definitions into each student’s journal. The students can then glue and match the Vocabulary Picture Cards
to the Vocabulary Definition for targeted vocabulary words. The students may also write, stamp, or trace the
targeted vocabulary words.
Level 1: Provide each student with blank paper or a Science Journal. Students will record vocabulary related
to the lesson in their journals or on the paper provided. Provide each student with images related to the
targeted vocabulary for the lesson. Have students participate in gluing pictures or object representations of
the word into their Science Journals or onto a blank piece of paper. If possible, have students select object
representations of each vocabulary word for more concrete understanding.
Continue Reading Text Article/Easy Reader OR Watch Video Related to Lesson Topic
Who can tell me what we started learning about yesterday? Allow students the opportunity to
respond. Yes, that is right! We have been learning about _____________. Say, We are going to
continue reading about ______________ today. Before we read, let’s review our KWL chart
that we started yesterday. Did anyone think of something else that they want to know about
_______________? If so, we can add it to the chart.
Reference Day 1 script for the Text Article and Easy Reader.
Text Article Comprehension
As you read each section or page, pause before going on to model comprehension strategies and monitor
comprehension:
A. Comprehension Strategy—Answering Questions
Utilize images and objects as answer choices for students who may benefit from them to actively participate
in the lesson. Preprogram AAC devices with answer choices to encourage student participation. Determine
which comprehension questions you will ask each time you read the article. Reference comprehension
questions created on page 1 of the lesson plan.
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B. Comprehension Strategy—Monitoring Comprehension
• Model asking questions about things that students may not understand in the text.
• Pause after reading a sentence and model thinking out loud about the text.
• Determine and summarize important ideas and supportive details.
• Determine text importance.
• Integrate new ideas with existing background knowledge.
C. Comprehension Strategy—Summarization
Ask students, What was this article about? Provide students with visual supports or object
representations to generate responses if needed. Utilize preprogrammed AAC devices with
responses to facilitate participation.
Video Related to Lesson Topic
Say, We are going to continue to learn about ____________ today, but today we are going to
use a different form of media to learn about ___________. Today we are going to watch a short
video about ______________. I will pause the video at certain points, so we can discuss what
we have seen. Before we watch the video, let’s review what we have on our KWL chart so far.
We have learned so much about __________ this week! When we finish watching the video,
we are going to write in our Science Journals to report what we have learned this week about
___________. Remember to pause the video and draw students’ attention to information that is important,
ask questions to probe their comprehension, and highlight information from the video that supports what
you have learned about during the week from the article that was read.
Report
Say, We sure have learned a lot about __________! We will now record what we have learned in
our Science Journals. Have students generate sentences related to the topic by writing, typing, dictating, or
using PixWriter (PixWriter Software required). Secure student responses in their Science Journals.
Additional Ideas for Writing Activities to Include in the Science Journal:
Teacher will provide each student with their Science Journal or a blank notebook.
Level 3:
•	Have students generate sentences documenting what they learned about the topic. Provide students
with access to a word wall with the Vocabulary Cards for the chapter.
Level 2:
•	Have the students complete open-ended sentences using a word bank (PixWriter or Vocabulary Cards)
to document what they have learned about the topic. The teacher can also preprint the sentences in
light gray and have the student trace the word. Students can also cut out and glue images to complete
sentences and document what they have learned.
•	Provide the students with a copy of the concept statement glued into their Science Journals. Provide
the students with an additional loose copy of the concept statement. Have students cut up the words
from the sentence and match word to word, and then glue into their Science Journals.
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•	Review the concept statement. Provide each student with a printed copy of the sentence. Have students
cut the individual words out from the sentence, arrange the words to recreate the sentence, and then
glue the concept statement sentence in the correct order in their Science Journals.
Level 1:
•	Have students participate by selecting images related to the topic and glue them into their Science
Journals. (PixWriter or Picture It images, Vocabulary Cards, or photo images for the lesson could be used.)
•	Have students activate a prerecorded AAC device to ask another student or teacher to cut and glue if
students need assistance.
•	Record a statement on an AAC device about the student’s Science Journal Report that the student can
share with others related to the topic.

Day 3
Read the Text Article/Easy Reader
Say, We are going to read [name of Text Article or Easy Reader] for the last time today. I want you
to think about all the things that we have learned this week about ______________ because when
I finish reading, we are going to complete our KWL chart. I am so excited to see everything that
you have learned!
As you read the text, ask comprehension questions and record individual student responses to document
what they have learned from this lesson.
KWL Chart
After you have finished reading the Text Article or Easy Reader, draw students’ attention to the KWL chart. We
have learned so much about _____________ and now we get to document what we have learned!
We can also see if there was anything that we wanted to learn about ___________that we did not
learn. If there are things that we wanted to learn about ____________ that we did not learn, we
will come up with a plan to find out the answers! Complete the KWL chart with students by having
them generate what they have learned; or have them place picture/symbol representations of what they
have learned on the chart; or have them activate an AAC device to report what they have learned. Students
may also reference their Science Journal Reports that they completed the day before to assist them with
providing what they have learned.
Vocabulary
Say, Today is your day to shine and to show me what new vocabulary words you learned this
week. Use the Time-Delay Procedure to assess student learning of vocabulary words and their definitions.
End of Chapter Quiz/Assessment
For chapters that include a quiz, have the student complete the quiz. Student performance on the quiz can
be used to determine strengths and weaknesses, to include in an IEP, and to report student progress in their
student portfolio.
For chapters that do not include a quiz, you may choose to review student performance on comprehension
questions for the Text Article and performance related to identifying vocabulary terms and their definitions.
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